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Abstract: - Car accidents are happening every day. We
must take into account the statistics – ten thousand dead
and hundreds of thousands to million wounded each
year. These numbers call for the necessity to improve the
safety of automobiles during accidents. The automotive
bumper system is one of the key systems in passenger
cars which help to protect the vehicle from impacts. In
the present work, the objective is the design
improvements in the front bumper of passenger cars in
India, using impact analysis. The analysis made for
finding the effects of size, shape, and materials on
automobile bumper and the parameters such as
deflection and stress.As per International Standard,
speed is considered and it depends on the FEA results.
Using CATIA the design of car bumper is modelled and
using Optistruct solver the analysis has been carried out.
The main objective is to find the suitable design of
bumper for crash analysis.

Keywords: Automotive bumper, Impact Analysis,
CATIA, Optistruct.

INTRODUCTION
The bumper is a shield made of plastic, aluminium,
rubber car in front and rear part. When a car crash
on a low-speed, the bumper absorbs shock to
prevent or minimize damage to the car. Some
bumpers use power sensors or brackets and others
are made with a foam cushioning material. The
bumper is designed to comprehend crash power
during short and low-speed collisions. An
automobile bumper front or back part of the car is
intended to allow the car to influence the car
without harming the vehicle's security systems.
They do not have the ability to reduce vehicle
injuries at high speeds, but cars are designed to
reduce pedestrians.

Different countries have different performance
standards for bumpers. According to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA),

which were originally developed as Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) and now
adopted by most countries, the safety systems of a
car have to move towards a forward and a backward
position after a straight pendulum movement or an
obstacle of 4 km / h (2.5 mph) as well as at the front
and rear corners of 2.5 km / h at 45.5 cm (18 in)
above the ground when the vehicle is loaded or
unloaded. In North America (FMSS: Federal Motor
Safety Standards) and Canada (CMVSS: Canadian
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards), it should meet
4KMPH pendulum and barrier effects.

Present work is to design a bumper system that
captures the measure of the absorption of energy in
the limited clearance between the bumper back face
and the body parts of the vehicle. This project
attempts to demonstrate a method using computer
simulation that has been widely adapted in the
various design stages of vehicle development. The
analysis based on international safety standards is
divided into two categories, one is a pendulum
impact and the other is a barrier type impact using a
linear bar and/or thin shell element in implicit and /
or explicit crash codes such as ABAQUS and MSC
/ DYNA.

Paul et aldesigned automobile bumper using
thermoplastic material and this design was
improvised by the center effect method[1].Javad
etal. observed that impact strength is more in
composite material compare with aluminum
materialdesigns[2]. Mahmood etal. investigated that
reduced weight of passenger car using composite
materials. He concluded that GMT material can be
replaced by appropriate SMCs accordingto analyzed
result using RADIOSS 5.7[3].B.Wang etal.
Investigated on crash analysis of the automobile
bumpers, the design was analyses by finite element
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analysisto improve road safety for pedestrians [4].
Wangetal. studied on dent resistance of light weight
design of automobile bumper. He analyses that
instead mild steel high-grade steel is used for light
weight design according to shallow shell under
critical load[5].

METHODOLOGY

Design of Front Bumper of passenger car

For the design of front bumper of passenger
car,Catia V5R19 is used. The two different types of
front bumpers are designed for impact analysis for
the best combination. For two front bumpers, only
one same beam is designed according to the
specifications. For this work, the pendulum is also
designed for impact analysis for two bumper
designs. The design of two front bumpers isshown
in fig 1 (a), fig 1 (b). Fig 2 shows the beam and Fig
3 shows the pendulum designs.

(a)

(b)

Fig.1. (a) Front View of Bumper First Design,

(b) Front view of bumper second Design

Fig 2 Bumper Beam Design

Fig 3 Perspective view of Pendulum

MATERIAL
High strength steel modeling component is used as
a material for two front bumpers for analysis. The
mechanical properties of High strength steel are
shown in table 1.For beam generic elastic material
(MATL24) is used. The mechanical properties of
beam material are shown in table 2.

Table 1 Mechanical Properties of High Strength
Steel

Young's modulus 2500 Newton/ mm2

Density 7.80e-9 tonne/mm3

Poisson’s Ratio 0.3

Yield stress 400MPa
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Table 2 Mechanical Properties of Beam Material
Young's modulus 210e+03 Newton/ mm2

Density 7.00e-10 tonne/mm3

Poisson’s Ratio 0.3

Yield stress 21 MPa

ANALYSIS
Analysis of two front bumpers of the passenger
vehicle for impact analysis is analyzed by using
Hypermesh 10.0. The design of two bumpers with
beams from catia v5r19 has being transferred to
the hyper mesh using STP file. For two designs of
front bumper,the meshing is applied for FEM
analysis.

A velocity of 2.75miles/hr is used as an initial
velocity on the nodes of barrier towards the
vehicle direction. (time: 0.05Sec or 50 milli-
second). The FEM of model for impact analysis is
shown in fig 4

Fig 4 Finite Element Model Preparation

The stress, displacement and normal mode
analysis is carried for two designs after impact
analysis for best results. The stress and
displacement analysis of design 1 are shown in
figure 5 and 6 respectively. The maximum stress
induced in this design is 1.222 MPa and
displacement is 27.262.

Fig 5 Front Bumper First Design Stress value 12
MPa

Fig 6 Front Bumper First Design Displacement

The stress and displacement analysis of second
design are shown in figure 8 and fig 9 respectively.
The maximum stress induced in this design is
14.256MPa and displacement is 2.422.

Fig 7 Front Bumper Second Design Stress analysis
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Fig 8 Front Bumper Second Design Displacement
is 18mm

These two front bumpers are connected to the
beam. While impacting the beam is also effected
with stress and deformation because the different
material is used the beam. The stress analysis is
shown in fig. 9 and fig. 10 respectively.

Fig 9 Beam of First Design Stress Analysis

Fig 10 Beam of Second Design Stress Analysis

Normal mode analysis

The Lanczoseigen solver utilized as a part of
RADIOSS and OptiStruct to give two different
methods for solving the problems. If the Eigen
value range is defined on EIGRL has no upper

limit and less than 50 modes, the faster method is
applied. There is no need to define a boundary
limit conditions utilizing an SPC statement. In the
event that no limit conditions are connected, a zero
Eigen value is calculated for each rigid body of
freedom of the model.

The equilibrium equation for a structure
performing free vibration appears as the Eigen
value problem:

Where K is the stiffness matrix of the structure
and M is the mass matrix. Damping is neglected.
The solution of the Eigen value problem yields n
Eigenvalues , where n is the number of degrees of
freedom.

The vector x is the eigenvector that corresponds to
the Eigen value. The self-image problem is solved
using a matrix method called the Lanczos method.
Not all own values are required - only a small
number of the lowest Eigen values are normally
calculated.The natural frequency fi follows directly
from the Eigenvalue .

In order to perform normal mode analysis, an
EIGRL bulk information must be given because it
determines the number of modes to be deferred.
The EIGRL card should be referred to a method
statement in the Data Sharing section.

The force and displacement according to the
natural frequencies are drawn in normal mode
analysis. Thus this graph is as shown in fig 11

Fig 11 Force and Displacement in First Design and
Second Design
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Impact analysis for two front bumper designs is
compared with stress, displacement,and normal

mode analysis. The result of stress and
deformation is shown in table 3.

Table 3 Result of Bumper, Beam Stress, and Deformation analysis

Material
Design

Deformation
(Mm)

Von Mises Stress
(Mpa)

Bumper
High Strength
Sheet Molding

Design-1 27.762 1.222e01

Design-2 14.256 1.654e01

Beam
Elastic Material Design-1 - 353.735

Design-2 - 393.064

The normal mode analysis with natural frequencies as shown in below table.

Mode No. Natural Frequency (Hz)
(Design1)

Natural Frequency (Hz)
(Design2)

1 175.886 183.174

2 195.915 193.943

3 200.114 211.236

4 269.000 293.958

5 292.443 300.158

6 302.584 312.093

7 309.050 315.010

8 317.356 320.213

9 317.792 324.769

10 320.423 330.729

As per results of above table 3, the second design
is having more frequency at the first level itself
so,the second design is better than the first design.
By using normal mode analysis the frequency of
second design is very stiffer than the first design.
So, second design is better to sustain the impact
loads.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are derived from the
results of design improvement of front bumper
passenger car:

1. The automobile bumper of second design
with 4mm thickness shows the best result compare
with first design  under the impact analysis. Here
maximum stress of automobile bumper of first
design  is below the yield stress.

2. From the FEA analysis stress in the beam
isreduced by 56%.A bumper beam of second
design is suitable for retaining impact strength
during low-velocity crashes.

3. The natural frequency of the second design
is more compared to the first design.

4. Form the result of FEA and Natural
Frequency, it was observedthat Second Design is
more suitable for automobile bumper in the
automotive industry.
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